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I assist the team with research and documentation tasks and helping to create a few (hopefully appealing) Storymaps.

I am also a technology enthusiast. I have developed during the last years a deep interest in geospatial data and its applications and the power of data visualization.

I am interested in:
- Creating innovative Data visualization solutions
- Leveraging Open Data resources to improve our daily work.

Law and Business
MBA in International Management

Economic Analyst at the Spanish Embassy in Washington D.C.

Almost 2 years being a Disruptive KID at the ENB
WHAT IS A STORYMAP?

StoryMap is a web application that allows users to combine maps with narrative text, images, and multimedia, including video.
WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH A STORYMAP

Interactive, fun and creative newsletters

Accessible documents and reports

Creative landing page for your project/team

And much more! It is a great and an innovative tool to disseminate and share your project stories
Google Fly through
That you can of course... put into a Storymap

https://geowb.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=d06cefc151f44939a0ff2fd6d8a44e0